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Discussing who gets what and how, this text introduces students to American governance and

encourages them to be critical and analytical in their studies.
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"Barbour and Wright's Keeping the Republic is the most comprehensive, accessible text for my

students, with strong supplemental ancillaries that help them get information on specific topics

quickly. My students react very positively to the book." -- Shoua Yang "Keeping the Republic is very

balanced in presenting factual information and explaining how and why structure matters. It is also

quite good meeting social science requirements by showing how various propositions can be

fashioned into research questions. At the same time, KTR doesn't slam freshman and sophomores

with too much information. It contains a good balance of history, current events, social science, law,

and basic structure." -- Eric Herzik "I am happier than ever with Keeping the Republic. Its

accessibility and practical approach is very effective, and its emphasis on citizenship makes the

book absolutely engaging for many of my students." -- William Haltom

Christine Barbour teaches in the Political Science Department and the Hutton Honors College at

Indiana University, where she has become increasingly interested in how teachers of large classes

can maximize what their students learn. She is working with online course designers to create an

online version of her Intro to American Politics class. At Indiana, Professor Barbour has been a Lilly



Fellow, working on a project to increase student retention in large introductory courses, and a

member of the Freshman Learning Project, a university-wide effort to improve the first-year

undergraduate experience. She has served on the New York Times College Advisory Board,

working with other educators to develop ways to integrate newspaper reading into the

undergraduate curriculum. She has won several teaching honors, but the two awarded by her

students mean the most to her: the Indiana University Student Alumni Association Award for

Outstanding Faculty and the Indiana University Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists

Brown Derby Award. When not teaching or writing textbooks, Professor Barbour enjoys playing with

her dogs, traveling with her coauthor, and writing about food. She is the food editor for Bloom

Magazine of Bloomington and is a coauthor of Indiana Cooks!(2005) and Home Grown Indiana

(2008). She also makes jewelry from precious metals and rough gemstones and if she ever retires,

she will open a jewelry shop in a renovated air-stream on the beach in Apalachicola, Florida, where

she plans to write another cookbook and a book about the local politics, development, and fishing

industry. Gerald C. Wright has taught political science at Indiana University since 1981, and he is

currently the chair of the political science department. An accomplished scholar of American politics,

and the 2010 winner of the State Politics and Policy Association's Career Achievement Award, his

books include Statehouse Democracy: Public Opinion and Policy in the American States (1993),

coauthored with Robert S. Erikson and John P. McIver, and he has published more than fifty articles

on elections, public opinion, and state politics. Professor Wright has long studied the relationship

among citizens, their preferences, and public policy. He is currently conducting research funded by

grants from the National Science Foundation and the Russell Sage Foundation on the factors that

influence the equality of policy representation in the states and in Congress. He is also writing a

book about representation in U.S. legislatures. He has been a consultant for Project Vote Smart in

the past several elections. Professor Wright is a member of Indiana University's Freshman Learning

Project, a university-wide effort to improve the first-year undergraduate experience by focusing on

how today's college students learn and how teachers can adapt their pedagogical methods to best

teach them. In his nonworking hours, Professor Wright also likes to spend time with his dogs, travel,

eat good food, fish, and play golf.

I have this book for a poli sci class I'm taking in Uni.It gives a good overview of things, attempts to

be unbiased. Still, how far into depth it goes into things makes me think it's for high school or middle

school... As in, it doesn't seem to elaborate or go into detail on a lot of subjects.With that in mind - it

does read easy.



One of the better intro to government books available. This was easy to follow and while it may

seem juvenile I like all of the colors and infographics that this had. The price here on Prime was very

fair also.

Renting books from  is the way to go. The charge you for the length of your term rather than a

standard full semester like most other place. The book arrived within two days and return shipping

was an easy process.  provides you shipping return labels and updates you by email when you

package arrives at their return center.

One the most interesting and easy to read textbooks ever! Wish I had bought this instead of renting!

Purchased this book in digital format for one of my college classes. Only problem with it was the

digital copy doesn't have page numbers so keeping up is pretty hard when the professor likes to

skip around.

Used it in my college Politics class, I loved the book and read it for fun, so much current and exciting

information about American politics!

Some chapters are very long, but worth the read

It came and it went when it was done, no muss no fuss.
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